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EXOTIC TRADITIONAL COSTUME SHOW IN THE OVERSEAS CHINESE STUDENT 

CULTURE WEEK

英文電子報

Lovely Lion Puppets danced to lift the curtain of the Overseas Chinese 

Student Culture Week in Fu Yuan on March 25. The loud drumbeats attracted a 

large number of students. TKU’s Originality Cheer Squad’s excellent 

performance not only won native students’ highly praise but also stupefied 

the foreign students. 

 

The compatriot students not only prepared the traditional clothes but also 

perform their youthful senior high school uniforms from Japan, Macao, 

Malaysia, Thailand, and Indonesia. And then students sang their passions 

with the ballad singing performance. Suddenly Fu Yuan was full of exotic 

atmosphere. 

 

The antiques from Indonesia, Malaysia, Hong Kong and Macao, America, and 

Africa were displayed in Business and Management Building. Students brought 

many exotic and newfangled matters into campus. Indonesia students 

demonstrated visitors how to play the Indonesia traditional “Bekel” game 

and set up billboard for visitors to challenge. Everyone played happily. 

Hong Kong and Macao students modeled the casino with a small simulate 

gambling play. It provided visitors with a casino atmosphere. Besides, 

Malaysia students instructed the whipping top playing method and shared 

coconut candy with the visitors. American and African students invited the 

attending schoolmates to drink traditional Paraguay tea “Ma Dai Cha.” 

 

Yang Tsun-tien, junior of Dept. of Mass Communication, expresses after 

visiting the exhibition that Hong Kong and Macao gambling plate is very 

interesting because it is the first time for me to try the casino. There 

are a lot of traveling info at the activity. “It lets me want to go 

traveling right now. I hope that there will be opportunities for me to go 



sightseeing in these countries.” 

 

Besides, Hon Kong and Macao students will hold the orthodox “Cantonese 

Teaching Class,” which accepts the enrolling from now on. The expense of 

the enrolling is 150 NT dollars. After the end of the course, the 

participant will be offered a completion certificate. For further 

information, email to nicosia_lok@hotmail.com. ( ~Shelley Tang )


